FOOTPLATE/FLEX FOOT ASSEMBLY

For Model C or D Indoor Rowers with serial numbers between 071403 and 011005 or purchased before July 31, 2006.

Right Assembly Shown - Left Is A Mirror Image

- Flex Foot #1063
- Flex Foot w/Buckle (2) #1501
- #8-32x3/4 Pan Head Screw(1) #1228 (Goes Thru Hole In Strap)
- #8-32x1/2 Pan Head Screw(3) #1227
- Flex Foot Toepiece #1005
- Right Foot Bracket #1125
- Left Foot Bracket #1124
- #8 Flat Washer(1) #1229
- #8-32 Nut(4) #1212
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